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. .chocolate box. There is a "collection girl" for every 3.00 spent. Also there are levels. The more you collect the girls, the
higher the level. The boxes also come in different colors. There are 15 types of collection girls, and by collecting them all, you
get the 15th one, "bonus girl". So you really have to find a way to collect the 15 collection girls without forgetting any. They
unlock at different time intervals (from 10 to 14 days). The collection game is online, so you get a new collection girl every day.
If you do not have a good memory, it can take some time to get them all. On the 5th level, one of the girls will give you a "magic
potion" (for 10.00 spent). It will clear all collection girls and will unlock the 15th collection girl, and you will get her as a "bonus
girl". Also, if you beat the game, you can trade the collection girls in the eShop for the other collection girls. Bugs When you
first play the game, the collection girls will not appear. After you start collecting, they will appear. The collection girl list can
sometimes get out of order when you have your collection girl list closed. The collection girls will not unlock if you use up your
collection points. The extra collection girls will not appear when you trade. If you are at the 15th level, and use the magic potion,
the next level unlocks at the same time as the 15th level. References External links Collection Girls official website Collection
Girls at GameFAQs Category:Role-playing video games Category:Konami franchises Category:Konami games Category:Mobile
games Category:PlayStation 2 games Category:PlayStation Portable games Category:Video games developed in JapanHigh
intensity of autoantibodies against novel p155/140-recognizing protein in patients with insulin dependent diabetes mellitus: an
ELISA analysis. A novel, widely distributed autoantigen in the rat pancreas, p155/140-recognizing protein (p140R) was
identified by using an ELISA method. Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting analysis using rat pancreas extract showed that
p140R is present in the rat pancreatic islets. The sera from patients with insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) and
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